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the region mask and decrement the changes left counter. The drive will reject region change requests if the changes left counter is 0. As a DVD drive can only be ... 
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Patching a DVD firmware to make it region-free. by xvi.



Important notice Use this document at your own risk. Patching firmwares is a non-trivial operation that may cause permanent damage to your or somebody else’s drive.
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Minor modifications. Corrected some typos and added a few words. Corrected some typos and removed any email references. Added about the Read Disc Key command. Changed email references. Corrected some typos and minor modifications. Added some general interest information, corrected some typos. Added some general interest information. Corrected some typos and small enhancements. (private release) First release.



Goal This document tries to explain the specifics about patching a DVD firmware to make it region-free. It will (try to) give you (or point you to) required information. Non goal This document isn’t a tutorial about patching. If you want to learn about patching, you’re on the wrong way. Find appropriate material elsewhere, then come back. A few words It’s been a while now since I totally retired from the DVD patching community. I can’t be contacted at all, don’t waste your time trying. In case you wonder, I had no trouble whatsoever for everything I did for the DVD community. Life goes on, that's all. Prerequisites You will need to be experimented in some assembler language patching. Of course, DVD drives generally don’t use the same processor as the one you’re accustomed to patch, so you will need to learn another processor. If you know an assembly language, you’ll have little to learn to understand another processor’s instruction set and architecture. Registers are found in every processor, and instructions have the same basic features: you can add and subtract two values, you can compute the logical AND or OR of two values, call a subroutine and return from that subroutine to the caller, etc. To patch a DVD firmware, you don’t need to know everything about the target processor, but at least you will need its architecture and instruction set description. You must know hexadecimal as most numbers in this document are listed in hex form. You must have some hex editor to view, search and edit the binary file. Some knowledge about SCSI or ATAPI commands won’t hurt. How to use this document



This document is quite dense. Some important technical informations are given without further explanation. I suggest that you first use this document with a firmware that already has been patched, understanding the patch that was done, until you feel more familiar with such firmwares. Get both the original and patched files, compare them, analyze the original, and check that the patch works the way it should. If needed, repeat the same job on another region-freed firmware, until you feel ready to go on your own. Some may want to skip this step and immediately analyze and patch a firmware. About Region locking What is that region stuff? Why should anyone bother patching a DVD firmware? Patching a drive’s firmware sounds harder than patching some Windows/Linux/Mac program, so why would anyone do it the hard way? To make more money out of it, major companies decided that a DVD bought somewhere in the world should not be watched somewhere else. For example, a Japanese user can’t watch a movie bought in the U.S.A., or a Peruvian customer can’t watch a movie bought in Spain. This has nothing to do with languages or TV standards like NTSC or PAL. Users still always need to understand one of the audio tracks of the movie, and need to have a compatible topset DVD player/TV (or a computer) to enjoy the movie. This has nothing to do with anti-piracy either, the intent is to forbid the movie playback of some genuine, original, legally bought movies. The region locking mechanism was specifically designed to achieve this goal, the world was divided in 6 regions :



The region locking mechanism is the following: each DVD player or drive can only play movies from one and only one region. That is, a region 1 player can only play region 1 movies, etc. Topset players are sold preconfigured for the region they are sold in, and generally their region can’t be changed. Computer DVD drives can be changed 5 times, then they are locked in the last region they were set to. To be sure every manufacturer enforces these limitations, these were tied in the CSS licence agreement that every vendor has to sign to be allowed to sell CSS-compliant drives (and every DVD drive has to be CSS compliant). Without agreeing this licence, no one can sell DVD players or drives. When agreeing this licence, you must comply with the region locking mechanism. First point is: Region locking isn’t a law, neither national nor international. It’s just a licence agreement that ties the drive’s manufacturer to the CSS licensing association. You, as a customer, aren’t tied to it in any way to this agreement. The region lock isn’t an anti-piracy technology, just a market fragmentation tool. Although tied to the CSS licence, region-locking has nothing to do with CSS decryption. Region freeing doesn’t involve “cracking” the CSS or circumventing any anti piracy protection. The only technical link with the CSS encryption is that, when the movie region doesn’t match the drive’s region, the drive won’t return the CSS Title Key which is needed to play the movie. Second point is: This is why no manufacturer will send you a region-free (a.k.a. RPC-1) firmware. They agreed not to do it. So don’t waste your time asking them. Third point is: As the region locking is implemented in the DVD drive, the drive’s firmware must be patched. It may be technically possible to bypass this protection by some host computer program, but this is much more difficult and complex. As the required CSS Title Key is unknown, you will need to “crack” it, which may be time consuming, which may lead to strange pauses in the middle of a movie; and the movie player software must be heavily patched to support this feature, and then the job must be done again on every update of this program. The easiest way to achieve region freeing is to patch the drive’s firmware, and let the computer software untouched. A word about SCSI and ATAPI DVD drives exist different flavors, SCSI, ATAPI or IEEE1394 (a.k.a. FireWire), and maybe others (USB 2, etc). This will



make no difference for patching them, as they all use the same command packets to communicate with the host. For what matters to DVD firmware, you may think of ATAPI and IEEE1394 as “SCSI over some sort of other bus”. All work the same way: the host sends a command packet that is a few bytes long, possibly followed by some bytes of parameters, and gets the answer bytes (if any). Most command packets are 6, 10 or 12 bytes long, and the first of these bytes contains the code of the operation that the drive is asked to perform. Some DVD specific commands ATAPI/SCSI commands description can be found at http://ftp.t10.org/ftp/t10/drafts/ DVD specific commands are located in the mmc3/ directory. You probably should fetch and read the latest mmc3 description, at least the “Report Key” and “Send Key” commands (opcodes A3 and A4), because these are the two commands that include the region-locking mechanism (and we will patch them). Here is a short reminder of both command packets: Bit Byte 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
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Operation code (A3) Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Reserved Parameter List Length AGID
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Send Key command packet
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Operation code (A4) Reserved Reserved Reserved or Logical Block Address Reserved Key Class Allocation Length AGID



Key Format Control



Report Key command packet



The “Key Format” parameter for the “Send Key” command (A3) can take the documented values 01, 03, 06, 3F and sometimes undocumented values, such as 02 that is frequently used for the vendor reset command. The command packet is followed by a few bytes of parameters. The “Key Format” parameter for the “Report Key” command (A4) can take the documented values 00, 01, 02, 04, 05, 08, 3F, on CPRM compliant devices, the documented value 11 and sometimes undocumented values. The drive returns some information bytes to the host when it receives this command. Of particular interest are the Send Key command with Key Format set to 06, and the Report Key command with Key Format set to 04 or 08. These will be henceforth referred as the A3/06, A4/04 and A4/08 commands. The A4/08 command is used to query the drive’s region and counters, the A3/06 command is used to change the drive’s region. The A4/04 command returns the Title Key, which is needed to decrypt a CSS-encrypted movie. Here is how the drive reply to the A4/08 command is formatted:
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00 06 00 00 Resets left Changes left Region Mask 01 00



State



Report Key Format 08 reply The ‘Changes left’ field contains the number (from 0 to 5) of region changes that still can be done. The ‘Resets left’ field contains the number (from 0 to 4) of vendor resets that still can be done. The ‘State’ field that will depend on the ‘Changes left’ field. If the ‘Changes left’ is 0, the ‘State’ will be binary 11. If the ‘Changes left’ is 1, the ‘State’ will be 10, if the ‘Changes left’ is 2, 3 or 4, ‘State’ will be 01, and when ‘Changes left’ is 5, ‘State’ is 00. The official name of these 4 states are ‘None’, ‘Set’, ‘Last Chance’, ‘Permanent’. The above are the most important commands pertaining to the DVD drive region lock. Now come a few, less important, but that you should be aware nonetheless: Another useful command is the READ DVD STRUCTURE, with the DISC KEY format selector. It allows the host to read the Disc Key sector. This sector is outside of the range of the data sectors, so it can’t be read by normal read operations, and contains encrypted keys that are part of the CSS decryption process: Bit Byte 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
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Operation code (AD) Reserved Reserved Address Layer Number Format (02) Allocation Length AGID
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Read DVD Structure command packet While this command is normally unaffected by the region control lock, I have recently found firmwares (e.g. Matsushita UJ-815 drives) that will perform a region compatibility check before returning the Disc Keys sector. Also, the various Read command (operation codes 28, A8 and sometimes 08, 88) can perform a region compatibility check before performing their function (Matsushita firmwares, again...). The Region Mask format The Region Mask is a format used to represent a region. It is made of a single byte, whose bit 0 corresponds to region 1, bit 1 to region 2, up to bit 7 that maps to region 8. Each bit can take two values: true and false. ‘True’ is represented by a 0 bit, while ‘false’ is represented by a 1 bit. Pay attention that this is opposite to common habits. The A3/06 and A4/04 commands use the region mask format to represent the drive’s region. The region mask is built by setting to ‘true’ the region you want to select, so that region 1 is represented by the FE value, region 2 by the FD value, etc.



Here are the most common values of a Region Mask: No Region FF
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Note the ‘No Region’ corresponding to value FF. When returned by the drive as its current region, it means that no region has been set yet. The factory defaults are: No Region set, 5 changes left, 4 vendor resets left. A vendor reset will reset the region change counter to 5, the region mask to FF, and will decrement the vendor resets count. A region change will change the region mask and decrement the changes left counter. The drive will reject region change requests if the changes left counter is 0. As a DVD drive can only be set to one region simultaneously, A3/06 commands with region mask with multiple regions selected (such as 00) will be rejected. The region mask is also used by movies to specify in which region they may be played. If a region’s bit is true (i.e. 0), it may be played by a drive set to that region. This region authorization mask is stored in the sector header of the infamous CSS disc key sector, buried deep in the DVD’s internal structure. A copy of this region mask is accessible at hex offset 23 of the VIDEO_TS.IFO file that is in the VIDEO_TS folder (or directory) of a movie. Differences between a region-free and a region-locked drive A region-free drive always will report the Title Key to the host, and, as it has no region, it doesn’t know about the A3/06 or A4/08 command and cannot report neither change its region. When a A3/06 or A4/08 command is issued to a regionfree drive, it will report an “INVALID FIELD IN CDB” error meaning that the issued Key Format parameter was unrecognized. Some region-free drives may report other errors, such as “MEDIUM NOT PRESENT” when no movie is inserted. Anyway, region-free drives won’t report nor change their region settings. A region-locked drive will be set to one and only one region, and will remember this region even after being powered down. It will honor the A4/08 command by returning its current region and counters, it will also honor the A3/06 command by changing its region (if the region change counter hasn’t been decremented down to 0). The A4/04 command has a slightly modified behavior, as it won’t report the Title Key if the movie isn’t authorized for playback in the drive’s region. If the movie is authorized for the drive’s region, the A4/04 command is honored normally. If the movie isn’t marked as playable in a drive’s region, the player software will miss the Title Key, so won’t be able to decrypt nor play it. Your computer will detect that your drive is region free by sending it the A4/08 command. If the drive replies with the region settings, the drive is region-locked. If the drive aborts the command with error, the drive is region-free. All utilities that check your drive’s RPC status work this way. How do region-locked drives remember their region and counters? Of course, they all use some kind of non volatile memory, but what value do different drives store in that memory? Different drives may know their regions by different means. Some store the region mask, other store the region by its number (1, 2, 3, etc), and other means can possibly exist. Counters can also be remembered by multiple ways. They can be stored as countdown, representing the number of operations left, decremented at each region change or vendor reset. They also can count from 0 upward, representing the number of times the region was changed. It may also be that they aren’t remembered at all, but computed back from a ‘region change log’ flash memory area where successive region change are recorded. The counter can be infered from the number of region changes that are logged in this area. These different ways of storing the region and counters yield different algorithms to manipulate them, so you will have to analyze the code that handles these values to find out the way they are stored. How does a region-locked drive determine if it can “play” a movie? In fact, a drive doesn’t disallow reading any DVD, it only refuses to return the CSS Title Key of unauthorized region’s movies, so the host is unable to decrypt the movie. ( Well, some DVD drive go a bit beyond this and prohibit more operations, like reading the Disc Key sector, or even reading the encrypted sectors). To check if it can return the Title Key of a movie, the drive’s firmware will check the movie’s region mask bit corresponding to its own region. Depending on how the drive remembers its own region, different algorithms can be used. If the drive remember its region mask, it can simply compute the binary OR of its region mask and the movie’s one, if the result is FF, the movie is not authorized, if the result is not FF, the movie is authorized. This operation is easy to identify in



an assembly listing as it is built of an OR instruction, followed by a COMPARE, and then a EQUAL/NOT EQUAL CONDITIONAL BRANCH. If the drive remember its region by its number, it can compute its region mask and then check region compatibility as described just above, or it can test the specific bit of the movie’s region mask. The later is less obvious in a firmware listing, but is still easily identifiable. Note: Region 7 and 8 may or may not be recognized by the drive, as they are special cases among regions: region 7 is currently not defined, and region 8 is a special international region, rarely used. The patching process will now be described. Remember, this is an example, and some firmwares may require additional steps. Patching, step 1 First of all, get a firmware to patch. A common source of firmware is a firmware file extracted from a firmware update kit published by the drive’s manufacturer. If the firmware comes in .HEX or .MOT format, it must be translated into binary form. Doing this is beyond the scope of this document, and utilities are available all over the net. Beware that .HEX files can hold more than 64 KB of data, and some conversion utilities aren’t able to handle these large files. Patching, step 2 You must now disassemble the firmware file. This implies that you must know which processor the drive uses. If you don’t known, here is a list of the most common processors I found in DVD drives: Hitachi H8S, Intel 8051, Zilog Z80, Matsushita 102000, Mitsubishi 7902, Hitachi SuperH. Try to disassemble the file according to each of this processors, and find out which one is used by looking at the assembly listing, one and only one should make sense. Raw disassembly listing are enough, you don’t need an intelligent disassembler that will identify data and code sections, a brute force disassembly of all bytes of the firmware is fine for patching a firmware. The above disassemblers are such raw disassemblers. I have found them even more useful than intelligent disassemblers and they may be customized to handle different firmware file format. Your mileage may vary. Patching, step 3 Now that you disassembled the firmware, you’ll need to find what and were to patch. First, you need to identify where the drive’s region is stored. The easiest way to achieve this goal is to find the A4/08 handler that returns the drive’s region mask to the host. Common firmware are 64 KB, 128 KB or even larger, so finding the right code area in several tens of thousand assembly lines may seem like a hard job. Hopefully, there is a particular operation that has always been a faithful helper: the format parameter of the A3 and A4 operations must be extracted from the byte it shares with the AGID parameter. This is commonly done by ANDing the byte with 3F. A “regular expression” search for “AND.*3F” (or a similar syntax adapted to the target processor) will yield a few code area candidates (of course, you need a text editor that supports regular expression searches). Among these candidates, you can find out the two that corresponds to the A3 and A4 commands by examining the code that follows. The different format options will either be checked one by one, comparing them with the different values that it can take, either by indexing into a table. Both methods are quite easily identified, and by checking the different values that are checked, you will quickly find the two command handlers. Note that the table dispatching or successive compares are frequently preceded by other parameter’s validity check. The AGID for example, as it hasn’t to be valid with the particular formats that we are looking for; so the A4 handler might be identified by an immediate compare of the ANDed value with 08. Now that you found the A4 handler, follow the code for the 08 Key Format. You’ll end up at the A4/08 handler and you will find the code that returns the region. Note how the region is stored (by its mask or number, etc) and its address. This step is the most important step in patching a firmware because this is where you first pry into the firmware. From this initial code area analysis, most things can be inferred. Patching, step 4 Now let’s look for all references to the drive’s region (or region mask) in the firmware. We must try to identify all of these, at least know what they do with the drive’s region. Possible uses are (all are not present in every firmware): • Initialization. At startup, the drive read the non volatile memory to restore the last region that was remembered. Some firmware read the region from NVRAM or Flash memory every time it is needed, so this code may be called from several locations. • Defaulting to no region set. The first time it is powered on (during the manufacturing process), the drive’s non-



volatile memory is uninitialized, so the firmware enforces the following settings: “no region selected”, “5 changes left”, “4 vendor resets left”. • Storing the region. When the region is changed, it must be remembered and written to non volatile memory. • Exact compares. These comparisons are followed by conditional branches whose condition is either “EQUAL” or “NOT EQUAL”. Such a comparison is needed as part of the A3/06 handler, when the host has requested the last region change, that is, there is exactly one change left (or four changes done). In this case, to prevent user from trivial errors, it is mandatory to have a movie inserted in the drive that is authorized for the target region, and for that region only. • Inexact compares. These are region compatibility checks. Some are part of the A3/06 handler as a drive will only change its region if a movie that is authorized for that region is inserted. Some are part or the region locking scheme, e.g. in the A4/04 handler that checks if returning the Title Key is allowed. You should carefully check all of the above compares, as some may be part of commands that usually need no patching. The “Read DVD Structure/ Disc Key” (AD/02) or the various “Read” (28,A8) commands are more and more frequently running region compatibility tests. For short, every region compatibility checks is a suspect. Check it, check it again and again. If in doubt, don’t hesitate: patch it. Patching, step 5 Enough rambling, it’s now time to patch! First, modify the A3 handler so that it doesn’t recognize the 06 Key Format code. You have to patch a conditional branch and/or the table that is looked up. Then, do the same for the A4 handler so that it wont recognize the 08 Key Format code. Now, patch all the region compatibility checks so that they ever match. You might also want to modify the firmware name, if so, beware that the it may appear also byte swapped on ATAPI devices, as an ATAPI drive has two ways of being “inquired”: the ATAPI inquiry command packet, and the old style IDE identification. The IDE identification string may be stored byte swapped, so that the firmware named “ABCD” may also appear as “BADC” or “A...CBD” somewhere else in the firmware file. Renaming patched firmwares is a matter of personal choice. Some patchers do, some patchers don’t. What’s important is that the patched firmware is region-free, not its name. Some tricks I didn’t tell you yet... The above patching process is idealized. The real thing can be a bit harder (or easier): • Another adequate way to patch a firmware to ensure the region compatibility checks will ever match is to patch the code that reads the movie’s region mask from the medium and stores it to some memory, storing a ‘all regions allowed’ mask (i.e. 00). • Anti-patching techniques: I have found firmwares (Matsushita DVD-RAM drives) that call a subroutine outside the firmware area to check the region compatibility (as it’s outside of the flashed firmware area, it’s unpatchable). I found other firmwares that contain an hidden checksum (Toshiba 1502/2502) and make the drive eject the medium when the checksum mismatches. Both are pathetic attempts to hinder patching. I understand that vendors are tied to RPC-2 by the CSS license agreement, but I can’t imagine why they would want to sell less drives by preventing them to be region-freed. And then, some firmwares are crypted. • Checksums: Most drives will check uploaded firmware before flashing it. The firmware file can contain headers and/or checksums. You will have to find the checksum algorithm in the firmware itself, then make a little program to recompute a patched firmware file’s checksum. This kind of checksums are not part of any anti-patching conspiracy, but acts as a safety mechanism to avoid flashing a drive with a corrupt firmware which could damage the drive. Some firmware flash utilities are even kind enough to tell you the correct checksum, so you sometimes don’t even have to bother about knowing how to compute them! • Some firmware are already RPC-1 able. In such firmwares, a check is made to determine if the drive is RPC-1 or RPC-2. Look for such tests in the A4/08 handler code area. If you find such a test, it can either check if a jumper is set or removed, it can check a hard-coded flag somewhere in the firmware, or a flag set by an undocumented command, etc. • When you found the A4/08 handler, do you remember you found that ANDing with 3F? The source byte was taken from the eleventh byte of the command buffer. Substract 0A from its address to compute the address of the byte that holds the operation code. Search references to that byte to find the command dispatcher, then look for un-
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documented opcodes or functions (mostly in the C0-FF range, but also in vendor specific MODE PAGES or DIAGNOSTICS PAGES). Some may be very interesting to analyze, such as commands that dump the drive’s memory (about every drive), reset the change and vendor reset counters (Hitachi GD-7000 and 7500), or even switch the drive to RPC-1 temporary (LG drives) or permanently (Hitachi GD-3000 and GD-5000). Removing the A3/06 command from the firmware is maybe superfluous, as the drive will be identified as RPC-1 if the A4/08 command has been removed. I’ve seen patched firmware where this command was still present, and they worked fine. However, as the A3/06 command is part of the RPC-1/RPC-2 differences, I suggest you remove it nonetheless. It wont take much time, and it’s safer. Some firmwares check if a region is set before checking for region compatibility (and if none is yet set, the command aborts with error), so either patch that code too, or ensure a region has been set to the drive before updating it with the patched firmware. In either case, it is a good idea to ensure a region has been set to the drive before applying a patched firmware. This is why I frequently set this as a prerequisite before flashing a drive. Some people may be tempted to patch a firmware by simply removing the change counter decrement of the A3/06 command (a.k.a. the infinite lives patch, in reference to games patched so that your lives aren’t decremented anymore). I warn you against this, as most non volatile memory have a limited number of write cycle lifetime (sometimes as low as 100). Such a patch will lead a drive to write and write again this memory, and this will sooner or later cause a NVRAM or Flash Memory breakdown. Other drives store the region change by eating up a reserved memory range. In this case, when the range is exhausted, the drive will either corrupt contiguous memory or fail to change its region. In either case, it will take some time before such a firmware fails, so publishing such a patched firmware is like spreading landmines. So, once again: don’t patch a firmware this way. Gotta patch’ém all. A whole product line frequently shares firmware development resources (team, program sources, etc), so firmwares from a drive to the next are very similar. If you patched one, the next one should be pretty easy. Most users do not have the necessary skills to patch, so if you succeed in patching your drive’s firmware, please consider patching more drives of the same product line. It shouldn’t take you much time, and it will help thousands of people all around the world.



Final words I would like to thank all the people that helped me in many ways to build my tools and firmware patches. They are too numerous to list here. You know who you are. I had a lot of fun doing all this job!



No DVD drives were harmed in the making of this document.
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Firmware update for Bellagio DivX DVD Player AD 2020 

Burn the file YAD2020.BIN as a ISO 9660 Standard ISO CD-ROM on a CD. (Attention: no multi session CD). 2. Please input the update CD into the Bellagio DivX ...
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Communication System Firmware Design Engineer (Firmware 

To Work. Day: Needs: Accepted identity: Work. Experience: Education: Department ... English - Listen / moderate, say / medium read / moderate, write / Medium ... 7/10 Yuejin foreign banks Recruiting Seminar ... quickly trained fluent speaking!
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6128 FIRMWARE 

CAS CATALOG CAS CHECK CAS IN ABANDON CAS IN CHAR CAS IN CLOSE CAS IN DIRECT CAS IN OPEN CAS. INITIALISE CAS NOISY CAS OUT ...
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6128 FIRMWARE 

CLEAR WINDOW GRA SET ORIGIN GRA GET PAPER GRA GET PEN GRA GET ... SCR DOT POSITION SCR FILL BOX SCR FLOOD BOX SCR GET BORDER ...
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Pro Patchâ„¢ Video Patching Systems 

Jack family features performance matched for data rates up to and including HDTV in .... industry compatibility and provides a "nominal". 75 Ohm interface when ...
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Firmware Update Procedures 

Firmware Update Procedures. Precaution. â—‹ A power failure during the firmware writing operation may disable the camera. âž¢ Use a fully charged Battery Pack ...
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Schematic (Firmware V1.7+) - RxControl 

Mar 15, 2010 - Depends on CPU type. - 18F2550 can be supplied with 5V or 3,6V. - 18F26K20 requires a 3.6V. Two diodes are used to drop from 5V to 3.6V.
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LiteOn VAD6038 Firmware Tutorial 

VAD6038 Firmware. Tutorial. Backing up and flashing the original firmware!! ... When you reach the DOS command prompt, plug the SATA cable into the.
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DVD DVD .fr 

begeben sich auf Eins tze, die oft alles andere als "unm glich" sind. Cindy Lord, Gilda Robert, Stefania Bruni,. Katy Carol, 4 superagentes que tienen el.
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DVD 

TOOLS: Phillips #0 Screwdriver (1) why! W650SZ Remplacement du lecteur CD/DVD ... This document was last generated on 2017-06-22 04:23:11 PM.
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DVD 

iFixit â€” CC BY-NC-SA it.iFixit.com. Pagina 1 di 3. Page 2. Passo 1 â€” La Batterie. DÃ©verrouillez le loquet de verrouillage Ã  gauche.. DÃ©verrouillez le loquet de ...
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XVI Copa Colsanitas Santander 

PIN, Camille. FRA 26 62 64. M. MULLER. 7. NUNEZ FUENTES, Viky. COL. 62 62. M. MULLER. 8. MULLER, Martina. GER 75 76(5). N. LLAGOSTERA VIVES. 9.
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xvi congres - SFLS - AEI 

Contact : [email protected] .... (7) Gilead Sciences, Inc., HIV Therapeutics and Development Operations, Foster City, Etats Unis. ..... (1) Institut national de prévention et d'éducation pour la santé (INPES). ...... Des réductions sont a
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2pe Module Firmware Revision Details 

Web Site: www.parallax.com. Educational: www.stampsinclass.com. BASIC Stamp. Â®. 2pe Module Firmware Revision Details. This document contains details of ...
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Textbook's Xbox 360 Firmware Tutorial 

If you have never used Xbins before, the easiest method is to use. Ground Zero's automated Xbins downloader. Download. Download the self-extracting archive ...
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Langpack [firmware] descriptions - provinspc2 

05 _ 2009. May ...... S3600. S3600AIHI3_HJ6. ITALY (TIM). S3600ANHJ5. GERMANY (EPL). S3600BDHJ5 ...... pdf created by dickwredniak. (2006-2009).
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16 The Firmware Indirections 

This section gives the detailed entry and exit conditions and effects of the routines in the indirections jumpblock. See section 14.2 for a list of these routines.
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firmware engineer _ Holtek 

tools: Work. Skills: Other conditions: I want to apply for. Save this job. (C510) MCU development tools, software / firmware engineer. Holtek Semiconductor Inc.
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16 The Firmware Indirections 

setting of the line mask determines how pixels on the line will be plotted. The line mask is bit significant and is used repeatedly in the order bit 7, bit 6 down to bit ...
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Installation firmware TAB750 - AutourduPC.com 

Si jamais cet écran ne s'affiche pas, déconnectez la tablette, fermez le ... Pour vérifier que la mise à jour de soft a bien été faite, allez dans les « Paramètres ».
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xvi congres - SFLS - AEI 

Actualisation 2015 des recommandations du groupe d'experts national .... technique adaptÃ©, puis il a validÃ© scientifiquement les contenus du module Ã  chaque ..... (7) Gilead Sciences, Inc., HIV Therapeutics and Development Operations, Foster City,
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xvi congres - Nephrotek 

8 oct. 2015 - Thomas JOVELIN. HÃ©lÃ¨ne LE GUILLOU-GUILLEMETTE. SolÃ¨ne PINEAU. ValÃ©rie RABIER. FranÃ§ois RAFFI. Sami REHAIEM. VÃ©ronique RELIQUET. Anne-Lise RUELLAN. Le comitÃ© scientifique ...... HÃ´pital Ambroise ParÃ© et Fernand Widal-APHP. Conta
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DVD 1 DVD 2 - SHADOWMANIACS 

Dec 5, 2015 - SEE YOU NEXT MONTH â€“ FRIDAY 15th MAY 2015 ... Last month it was decided to feature a Rock and Roll set during the evening to.
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DVD Rewritable Disk (DVD-RAM) 

Annex C - Measurement of the differential phase tracking error. 91. Annex D ..... Temperature gradient ..... means that, for example, if the top surface of the third transition area is below Reference Plane Q by up to ...... A good reference disk sha
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